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It is well-known that electric dipole moment (EDM) constraints provide the most stringent
bounds on axion-mediated macroscopic spin-dependent (SD) and time reversal and parity
violating (TVPV) forces. These bounds are several orders of magnitude stronger than
those arising from direct searches in fifth-force experiments and combining astrophysical
bounds on stellar energy loss with Eötvös tests of the weak equivalence principle (WEP).
This is a consequence of the specific properties of the axion, invoked to solve the Strong
CP problem. However, the situation is quite different for generic light scalars that are
unrelated to the strong CP problem. In this case, bounds from fifth-force experiments and
astrophysical processes are far more stringent than the EDM bounds, for the mass range
explored in direct searches.

In this work [1], we consider the nature of constraints on macroscopic spin-dependent (SD)
and T- and P-violating (TVPV) forces mediated by light scalar particles. In particular, we focus
on differences between forces mediated by axions that solve the Strong CP problem and generic
scalars that are unrelated to the Strong CP problem. Here macroscopic forces are understood
to have an interaction range r � 1 Å. For example, such a force can arise at the microscopic
level through a coupling of a light scalar ϕ with the light quarks q = u, d

Lϕqq = ϕ q̄
(
gqs + igqpγ

5
)
q , (1)

which in turn can induce nucleon level couplings

LϕNN = ϕ N̄
(
gs + igpγ

5
)
N , (2)

where the nucleon-level couplings gs,p are related to the quark level couplings gqs,p via nuclear
matrix elements as determined by a matching calculation. For simplicity, we have assumed
isoscalar couplings so that gus,p = gds,p and ignored possible couplings to leptons. Such interac-
tions give rise to a nucleon-nucleon monopole-dipole potential in the non-relativistic limit that
has the form [2]

V (r) = gsgp
~σ2 · r̂
8πM2

(mϕ

r
+

1

r2

)
e−mϕr , (3)
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where ~σ2 acts on the spin of the polarized nucleon and r̂ = ~r/r is the unit vector from the
unpolarized nucleon to the polarized nucleon. Direct searches in fifth-force experiments and
astrophysical bounds on stellar energy loss, yield (or plan to yield) upper limits [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] on the product of couplings gsgp. A summary of various experiments
can be found in Ref. [16].

Since the nucleon-nucleon potential in Eq. (3) is TVPV, it will induce non-zero electric
dipole moments (EDMs) in nucleons and nuclei. The EDM for an elementary fermion arises
from a term in the Lagrangian of the form L = −i d2 ψ̄σµνγ5ψ Fµν , which gives rise to the non-

relativistic Hamiltonian of the form H = −d ~E · ~SS , where ~S is the spin of the particle and ~E is
the electric field. For a non-zero value of d, TVPV or CP violation arises as a consequence of
the CPT theorem and the time-reversal behavior of the interaction T ( ~E · ~S) = − ~E · ~S. Current
bounds from EDM experiments yield a bounds on the EDMs of the neutron |dn| < 2.9× 10−13

e-fm [17] and the diamagnetic mercury atom |dHg| < 2.6 × 10−16 e-fm [18]. SInce the TVPV
nucleon-nucleon potential in Eq. (3) can induce non-zero EDMs, these EDM bounds translate
into bounds on gsgp. Some examples of diagrams involving ϕ-exchange that contribute to nu-
clear EDMs and are proportional to gsgp are shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Example diagrams of ϕ-exchange that can contribute to nuclear EDMs.

We are then led to ask the question of how bounds on gsgp arising from fifth-force exper-
iments compare with those arising from EDM constraints. It is well-known that when ϕ is
the axion(a) [19, 20, 21, 22] that solves the strong CP problem, EDM constraints on gsgp are
several orders of magnitude more stringent [23] than those derived from fifth-force experiments.
As we explain below, this is result of the unique properties of the axion that arise from the
need to solve the Strong CP problem. However, we show that for the case when ϕ is a generic
scalar, unrelated to the Strong CP problem, the situation is quite different and the bounds from
fifth-force experiments on gsgp can be several orders of magnitude more stringent than those
arising from EDM experiments.

1 Axion Scenario

We can understand the differences in the bounds on gsgp between axions and generic scalars
due to the unique properties of the axion couplings and their connection to the Strong CP
problem. For the purposes of illustration, we consider QCD with one quark flavor. The terms
relevant to the Strong CP problem are given by

L = θ̄
αs
16π

GaµνG̃
aµν −mq q̄q . (4)
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The θ̄-term is the source of flavor-diagonal CP violation in QCD. One can perform an axial
U(1)A transformation so that the Lagrangian in Eq. (4) becomes

L = −mq cos θ̄ q̄q +mq sin θ̄ q̄iγ5q , (5)

with strong CP violation now moved entirely into the quark mass terms. So far there has been
no observable strong CP violation and current EDM bounds require |θ̄| < 10−10. This is the
well-known Strong CP problem. The axion provides a solution [19, 20, 21, 22] to the Strong
CP problem by extending the Standard Model (SM) with new fields that are charged under a
new anomalous U(1)PQ Peccei-Quinn symmetry, under which the SM fields are neutral. This
symmetry can be used to completely rotate away the θ̄-term, thereby solving the Strong CP
problem. However, in order to avoid additional light QCD degrees of freedom, the Peccei-
Quinn symmetry must be broken at a high energy scale 109 . fa . 1012 GeV. The axion
field a(x) is the pseudo-Goldstone boson that arises from the spontaneously broken U(1)PQ
symmetry. A U(1)PQ transformation results in the shifts θ̄ → θ̄+ 2α , a(x)

fa
→ a(x)

fa
− 2α, so that

the combination θ̄ + a(x)
fa

is left invariant. Thus, in the low energy effective theory where all
heavy degrees of freedom have been integrated and only the axion and the SM fields remain,
all interactions involving the axion must be built out of this invariant combination. Thus,
the low energy effective theory axion interactions can be obtained by making the replacement

θ̄ → θ̄ + a(x)
fa

in the QCD Lagrangian. Making this replacement in Eq. (5) we get the effective
Lagrangian

La = − cos
(
θ̄ +

a

fa

)
mq q̄q +mq sin

(
θ̄ +

a

fa

)
q̄iγ5q , (6)

which makes manifest the couplings of the axion to the SM quark. The axion can acquire a
non-zero expectation value due to strong interaction quark condensates so that we can write the
axion field as a(x) = 〈a〉+a(x) , where a(x) denotes the axion field corresponding to excitations

above the vev 〈a〉. This gives rise to a new induced θ̄-parameter θeff = θ̄ + 〈a〉
fa

, so that the

Lagrangian in Eq. (6) now takes the form

La = − cos
(
θeff +

a

fa

)
mq q̄q +mq sin

(
θeff +

a

fa

)
q̄iγ5q . (7)

Non-perturbative QCD effects generate an axion potential via a non-zero quark condensate,

given by V
(
θeff + a

fa

)
= −χ(0) cos

(
θeff + a

fa

)
, where χ(0) = −mq 〈q̄q〉. Expanding the

potential V (θeff) around its minimum gives V (θeff) ' 1
2χ(0)θ2

eff. i.e. the minimum of the
potential corresponds to θeff = 0, so that the dynamical relaxation of the ground state axion
potential solves the strong CP problem.

The presence of higher dimensional CP-odd operators, like the quark chromo-electric dipole
moment, can generate terms that are linear in θeff so that the minimum of the potential is
shifted to a small but non-zero value of θeff. This can occur via correlators of the type [24]
χCP(0) = −i limk→0

∫
d4x eik·x〈0|T (GG̃(x),OCP(0))|0〉 so that the expanded potential now

takes the form V (θeff) ' χCP(0) θeff + χ(0)
2 θ2

eff. The potential is now minimized at a non-
zero value θeff = −χCP(0)/χ(0). Thus, the axion scenario can generate non-zero EDMs while
still providing a dynamical mechanism to explain the small size of strong CP effects in QCD.
Expanding the axion Lagrangian in Eq. (7) in θeff and a(x), we arrive at

La =
(θeff

fa
a− 1

)
mq q̄q +

(
θeff +

a

fa

)
mq q̄iγ

5q +
mq

2f2
a

a2 q̄q + · · · . (8)
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The mass and the couplings of the axion to the quarks are now manifest

gqa,s =
θeffmq

fa
, gqa,p =

mq

fa
, ma '

1

fa
|χ(0)|1/2 , (9)

where gqa,s and gqa,p denote the scalar and pseudoscalar couplings respectively. Note that since

the Peccei-Quinn symmetry breaking scale fa � |χ(0)|1/2, the axion is very light and can
mediate a macroscopic force. Note that based on the quark-level couplings in Eq. (9), the
product of the nucleon-level couplings will be of the form

gqsg
q
p ∝ θeff

m2
q

f2
a

, (10)

where the constant of proportionality will be determined by nucleon matrix elements. We can
see that the size of the SD fifth-force is heavily suppressed by m2

q/f
2
a � 1.

However, note that the dominant contribution to the nucleon and nuclear EDMs arise from
nuclear matrix elements of the CP-odd mass term θeffmq q̄iγ

5q in Eq. (8). This term does
not suffer from the suppression factor m2

q/f
2
a � 1 that occurs in the context of fifth-force

experiments via Eq. (10). In other words, the dominant effect that generates an EDM is
independent of the product of couplings gsgp. Thus, the properties of the axion allow for a
relatively large effect in EDMs and a heavily suppressed effect for fifth-force experiments.

Current EDM bounds require θeff . 10−10. Using this value along with mq ∼ 1 MeV and a
Peccei-Quinn scale fa ∼ 109− 1012 GeV, corresponding to the axion window, gives a bound on
gsgp for the axion as

gsgp ∝ θeff

m2
q

f2
a

< 10−40 − 10−34 . (11)

For a more detailed discussion we refer the reader to Ref. [1]

2 Generic Scalar Scenario

The situation is quite different for a generic light scalar, unrelated to the strong CP problem.
For a generic scalar, a non-zero nucleon or nuclear EDM is generated via the exchange of ϕ
through diagrams. Thus, unlike the case of axions, the value of a non-zero nuclear EDM is
proportional to gsgp and arises through diagrams of the type shown in Fig. 1. However, for a
generic scalar the product of couplings gsgp is unrelated to the Strong CP parameter θeff and
are a priori unrestricted free parameters.

The computation of nuclear EDMs is a highly non-trivial many-body problem involving
hadronic and nuclear effects (see Refs. [25, 24, 26] for recent reviews). We do not attempt to
carry out rigorous computations and instead only aim to provide order of magnitude estimates.
In particular, we estimate the contribution to the mercury (199Hg) EDM from a generic scalar
ϕ. The dominant contribution will arise from the first diagram in Fig. 1 that involves a tree-
level exchange of ϕ, proportional to gsgp. However, we do not have the machinery to perform
a many-body computation of this effect involving the spin-dependent potential in Eq. (3). In
order to provide an order of magnitude estimate, we use the result that the nuclear EDM dHg
is given in terms of the nuclear Schiff moment SHg as [27, 18]

dHg ' −2.8× 10−4 SHg

fm2 . (12)
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Properties Axion (a) Generic Scalar (ϕ)

EDM Source TVPV quark mass ϕ -exchange

∼ θ̄ mq q̄ iγ5 q

gs ∼ θ̄ mq

fa
∝ θ̄ ma arbitrary

gp ∼ mq

fa
∝ ma arbitrary

gsgp ∼ θ̄ m2
q

f2
a
∝ θ̄ m2

a arbitrary

Table 1: Summary of differences between an axion (a) and a generic light scalar (ϕ) in terms
of their couplings to quarks and contributions to non-zero EDMs.

The Schiff moment is a function of TVPV pion-nucleon couplings SHg = gπNN

(
a0 ḡ

(0)
πNN +

a1 ḡ
(1)
πNN + a2 ḡ

(2)
πNN

)
e fm3 in the Lagrangian

LπNN = ḡ
(0)
πNN N̄τaNπa + ḡ

(1)
πNN N̄Nπ0 + ḡ

(2)
πNN

(
N̄τaNπa − 3N̄τ3Nπ0

)
, (13)

where gπNN ' 13.5 and ḡ
(0)
πNN , ḡ

(1)
πNN , ḡ

(2)
πNN denote the isoscalar, isovector, and isotensor TVPV

pion-nucleon couplings, respectively. We compute the third diagram in Fig. 1 and interpret the
result as a contribution to the TVPV pion-nucleon couplings. In particular, we find that only
the isoscalar component receives a non-zero result

δḡ
(0)
πNN '

1

16π

m2
π +mπmϕ +m2

ϕ

mπ +mϕ

gAm
2
π

90 MeVmNfπ
gsgp , (14)

and is proportional to gsgp. We refer the reader to Ref. [1] for further details on the computation.
The resulting shift in the nuclear Schiff moment and the current experimental constraint |dHg| <
2.6× 10−16 e-fm [18], translates into a bound on |gsgp| . 10−9. As noted earlier however, the
dominant shift to the nuclear EDM will arise from the first diagram in Fig. 1, corresponding to
a tree-level ϕ-exchange between nucleons and we expect it to be about two orders of magnitude

larger than the loop-suppressed diagram that generates the shift δḡ
(0)
πNN . Thus, we expect an

upper bound on gsgp in the range

|gsgp| .
[
10−11, 10−9

]
. (15)

Thus, we see that the EDM bound on gsgp is much weaker for a generic scalar, compared to
the case of an axion as seen in Eq.(11).

3 Conclusion

It is well-known that for axion-mediated macroscopic spin-dependent forces, the strongest
bounds arise from electric dipole moment constraints. However, we have shown that for generic
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scalars, unrelated to the Strong CP problem, fifth-force experiments and astrophysical con-
straints provide bounds that are several orders of magnitude more stringent than those arising
from electric dipole moment constraints. A summary of the main relevant differences between
axions and generic scalars is given in Table 1. Thus, these different experiments and obser-
vations can be complementary to each other in unraveling the true nature new macroscopic
spin-dependent forces.
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